
 

 

 

 

 

We staff our offices with some of the most experienced and qualified people in 

this industry. We believe our competitive rates, reliability, and quality work 

provides our customers with an outstanding value and give us an odge over our 

customers. As our slogan says For Quality Work We Shine the Brightest. 

 

 

You can depend on us to provide reliable and prompt Takemyjunkdubai 

removal services. When you need to de-clutter in an organized way, we are the 

people to call. 

 

Each one of our crew members is trained to make sure your Takemyjunkdubai 

is removed in a fast and efficient way. You point out the Takemyjunkdubai, we 

remove. It's that easy. 



 

Our award winning experience from North America provides a service to UAE 

residents that will be hassle free. We know how valuable your time is and 

respect that. 

Whether you are moving or just cleaning 

up, and have a pile of Takemyjunkdubai 

that you need removed, give us a call. Our 

fleet of trucks and men are at your service 

7 days a week from 9am to 8pm. We service 

homes, offices, schools, hotels, hospitals 

and anywhere else you can find unwanted 

Takemyjunkdubai. Our Preffered Timings 

The following locations we try request for 

morning or afternoon slots. 

 

Obviously, we understand that people work and no one is home before 5 to 

6pm.If an evening slot is a must, please let us know and we will try to 

accommodate your request. If items can be left outside the door safely, that is 

also a solution.  

 

The following locations we try request for morning or afternoon slots. We are 

rarely not available in evenings plus our trucks start getting full by 5pm. 

Obviously, we understand that people work and no one is home before 5 to 

6pm.If an evening slot is a must, please let us know and we will try to 

accommodate your request. If items can be left outside the door safely, that is 

also a solution. 

 

 

 

http://www.takemyjunkdubai.com/
mailto:Info@takemyjunkdubai.com

